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The front gate at American University American University in The American University was established in
the District of Columbia by an Act of Congress on December 5, , primarily due to the efforts of Methodist
bishop John Fletcher Hurst , who aimed to create an institution that could train future public servants. Hurst
also chose the site of the university, which at the time was the rural periphery of the District. After more than
three decades devoted principally to securing financial support, the university was officially dedicated on May
15, , with its first instructions beginning October of that year, when 28 students were enrolled, 19 of whom
were graduates and the remainder special students not candidates for a degree. The First Commencement, at
which no degrees were awarded, was held on June 2, The Second Annual Commencement was held the
following year and saw the awarding of the first degrees: AU was notable in admitting women and African
Americans, which was uncommon in higher education at the time; among its first 28 students were five
women, while an African American doctoral student was admitted in Birthplace of Army Chemical Corps
Shortly after these early commencement ceremonies, classes were interrupted by war. During World War I ,
the university allowed the U. In , the U. Camp Leach was home to advanced research, development, and
testing of modern camouflage techniques. As of [update] , the Army Corps of Engineers is still removing
ordnance including mustard gas and mortar shells. Instruction was initially offered only at the graduate level,
in accordance with the original plan of the founders. This changed in with the establishment of the College of
Liberal Arts subsequently named the College of Arts and Sciences , which offered the first undergraduate
degrees and programs. What is now the School of Public Affairs was founded in , [17] partly to educate future
federal employees in new approaches to public administration introduced by the New Deal ; during the event
commemorating its launch, President Franklin D. Roosevelt stressed cooperation between the school and his
administration. Kennedy delivers the commencement address at American University , June 10, The post-war
period saw considerable growth and restructuring of AU. In , the university merged with the Washington
College of Law , which had begun in as the first law school founded by women and the first coeducational
institution for the professional study of law in the District. Shortly thereafter, three departments were
reorganized as schools: The government abandoned the think tank after the operation came to public attention.
From to , the College of Continuing Education existed as a degree-granting college with responsibility for onand off-campus adult education programs. The university bought the Immaculata Campus in to alleviate space
problems. This would later become Tenley Campus. That same year, construction on the Adnan Khashoggi
Sports Center completed while the Iranâ€”Contra Affair controversy was at its height although his name
remained on the building until after Khashoggi defaulted on his donation obligation in the mid to late s. In ,
American University of Sharjah , the only coeducational, liberal arts university in the United Arab Emirates ,
signed a two-year contract with AU to provide academic management, a contract which has since been
extended multiple times through August A team of senior AU administrators relocated to Sharjah to assist in
the establishment of the university and guide it through the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools
accreditation process. In , American launched the largest fund raising campaign in its history. Benjamin
Ladner was suspended from his position as president of the university on August 24, , pending an
investigation into possible misuse of university funds for his personal expenses. University faculty passed
votes of no confidence in President Ladner on September Kerwin , a long-time AU administrator, served as
interim president and was appointed to the position permanently on September 1, , after two outsiders declined
an offer from the Board of Trustees. Ground was broken for the new School of International Service building
on November 14, , and completed in A speech was given by Senator Daniel K. In , American became one of
the few universities to offer an accredited, accelerated online MBA program. Play media American University
The first design for campus was done by Frederick Law Olmsted but was significantly modified over time due
to financial constraints. The campus includes a main quadrangle surrounded by academic buildings, nine
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residential halls, a 5,seat arena, and an outdoor amphitheatre. The campus has been designated a public garden
and arboretum by the American Public Garden Association, with many foreign and exotic plants and trees
dotting the landscape. The university library until and now home to the College of Arts and Sciences. Hurst
Hall Hurst Hall: First building of the university, ground broken in for what was to be the College of History.
Nicknamed the "flaming cupcake" due its round shape and foot-tall impressionistic flame top, Kay is home to
offices of the university chaplains and is used for speeches, performances, and community events. The largest
classroom building on campus, built in as a home for the School of Government and Public Administration
now the School of Public Affairs. Kogod School of Business: Construction finished in January to annex it to
the now empty Experimental Theater and Butler Instructional Center. Home to student organization offices,
the main dining facilities, and the School of Communication. Cornerstone laid by President Theodore
Roosevelt. Has recently become the new home to the School of Communication since newer renovations.
Ground broken by President Dwight Eisenhower. The new building opened for the â€” school year, with
classes continuing to be held also in the original building, which has since been renamed the "East Quad
Building", next door. The School of International Service has an enrollment of over 2, undergraduate students
and an enrollment of over graduate students. Most freshman and sophomore students choose to live on
campus. Freshmen are not required to live on campus. The university recently added beds in Residence halls
on the main campus are grouped into three "campuses". North Campus, commonly referred to as "North Side":
It features apartment-style residences. Cassell Hall, opened for the Fall semester.
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The Jewish tradition generally places a high value on learning and study, especially of religious texts. Torah
study study of the Torah and more broadly of the entire Hebrew Bible as well as Rabbinic literature such as
the Talmud and Midrash is considered a religious obligation. Since the Renaissance and the growth of higher
education , many people, including people not of the Jewish faith, have chosen to study Jews and Judaism as a
means of understanding the Jewish religion, heritage, and Jewish history. Religious instruction specifically for
Jews, especially for those who wish to join the rabbinate , is taught at Jewish seminaries and in Orthodox
Judaism , yeshivas. For the majority of Jewish students attending regular academic colleges and universities
there is a growing choice of Jewish studies courses and even degrees available at many institutions. The
subject of antisemitism and the Holocaust , as well as the establishment of the modern State of Israel and the
revival of the Hebrew language have all stimulated unusual interest in greater in-depth academic study,
research, reading and lecturing about these core areas of knowledge related to current events. Band was among
the first to call attention to the "spread of Jewish studies as an accepted academic discipline in the American
liberal arts colleges and universities since the Second World War". A growing number of mature students are
even obtaining Ph. Many hope to obtain employment in the field of Jewish education or in Jewish communal
service agencies. Some Christians search for an understanding of the Jewish background for Jesus Christ and
Christianity and for the source of monotheism that sprang from Judaism. There are those who are seeking an
understanding of the complex and volatile relationship between Islam and Judaism. Others are searching for
spirituality and philosophy and therefore seek classes in Kabbalah Jewish mysticism and Jewish philosophy.
There are also those who have a genuine concern and attachment to modern Israel as Christian Zionists and
therefore seek to learn more about the subjects related to their beliefs. Jewish studies have been offered at
universities around the world. Israel[ edit ] Hebrew University of Jerusalem[ edit ] The Institute of Jewish
Studies of The Hebrew University of Jerusalem was established in , a few months before the official opening
of the university. It covers a wide range of periods, methodologies, and scholarly interests. The Jewish Studies
International MA provides tools and skills for further graduate studies in Jewish Studies and other fields
involving text work. It attracts Humanities graduates from all over the world. Its graduates are equipped for
work in many branches of education, in Jewish and other communities, Jewish cultural institutions,
synagogues and churches and charities. Both a major and a minor in Judaic Studies are offered, as well as a
minor in Hebrew [20] Courses range from basic introductory courses on particular topics in Judaic studies to
more advanced seminars where students can explore questions and ideas in more depth. Many of the courses,
both upper- and lower-level courses, are cross-listed with other departments, providing students with exposure
to different disciplinary methods. There are also opportunities for students to earn independent study credit
through which they can work on an idea or question particular to their own interests, while also gaining
valuable research and writing experience. Practicum credit may also be earned by assisting a professor in a
course, and Internship credit is available through community service [22] Qualified students also have the
option of enrolling in the Honors Program to be considered for a BA in Judaic Studies with Honors upon
successful completion of an honors thesis. Its largest component is its Whizin Center for Continuing
Education in which 12, students are enrolled annually in non-credit granting courses. Exploring the Ethical
and Religious Implications of the Holocaust. Graduate Students in this interdisciplinary program pick one
major and one minor period as well as a discipline. Professors and Graduate students with scholarly interest in
Jewish Studies can be found across the Humanities. The department offers two concentrations: There are a
wide variety of courses offered. Internship credits are available. It houses the department of Near Eastern and
Judaic Studies, "one of the oldest and largest programs of its type outside of the State of Israel, with the largest
faculty in Jewish Studies of any secular American university. Hornstein Program in Jewish Communal
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Service. Columbia offers graduate programs in Jewish history, Yiddish studies, Talmud and Judaism. The
scope of the Jewish Studies curriculum covers Jewish civilization from its ancient Near Eastern origins
through its contemporary history and culture in Israel and the diaspora communities around the world.
Instruction is offered in Semitic languages; the Hebrew Bible; medieval and modern Hebrew literature;
ancient, medieval, and modern Jewish history; and Holocaust studies. Courses cover the Jewish faith, history,
and culture. The Gelman Library also hosts the I. The Center sponsors visiting scholars and post-doctoral
research fellows and coordinates undergraduate and graduate studies on an interdisciplinary basis. The Center
does not offer degrees but degrees focusing on Judaic Studies are available in various departments. The minor
requires a balance of pre-modern and modern courses. Undergraduates must take a thematic sequence outside
the department s in which they major, according to the Global Miami Plan for Liberal Education. A strong
faculty with a variety of expertise has allowed the interdisciplinary program to grow significantly in recent
years. Areas of special interest include numerous faculty with strengths in Rabbinics, Yiddish literature and
modern Jewish history. The current director, Dr. The Institute is part of the Chabad-Lubavitch movement.
Courses are taught by faculty whose specialties include ancient Judaism, medieval Jewish history, modern
Jewish history, Biblical studies, Middle Eastern studies, Postbiblical and Talmudic literature, Jewish
mysticism, Jewish philosophy, and related fields. The center consists of faculty across various departments,
and offers courses in Hebrew, Yiddish, Jewish history, rabbinics, Jewish literature, and political science.
Majors may choose one of five areas of concentration: It also offers fellowships to students pursuing graduate
degrees in history. Students can find other Jewish learning opportunities at the OU Hillel. Katz Center for
Advanced Judaic Studies at the University of Pennsylvania is the only institution in the world devoted
exclusively to post-doctoral research on Jewish civilization in all its historical and cultural manifestations. The
Center was created in the fall of by the merger of the Annenberg Research Institute and the University of
Pennsylvania. There are several online exhibits as well. It contains about 6, non-circulating resources for study
including " It includes a mandatory course called Great Books of the Jewish Tradition. The Department serves
as the academic home of seven full-time faculty members, who are supported by a dozen associated faculty
members from other academic departments, Hebrew and Yiddish language instructors, and visiting fellows
sponsored by the Allen and Joan Bildner Center for the Study of Jewish Life [70] Students pursuing a B. The
program offers six free non-credit online courses in Jewish Studies. SDSU offers a Major in Modern Jewish
Studies and a Minor in Jewish Studies and are teaching a broad range of topics related to Jewish history,
religion and culture from the biblical through the modern period. SDSU is ranked 28 in the country in public
universities for Jewish students. Jewish history, religion, and language. By , a Department of Graduate Studies
offering bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees had been initiated. Additionally, the School of Education
[82] offers a minor in Jewish Education to "better prepare SU undergraduates to teach in Jewish
congregational schools, camps, community centers, youth organizations. It offers an undergraduate JS major; a
network of graduate students pursuing Jewish research interests is organized through the Center. The
Schusterman Center sponsors or cosponsors visiting speakers, film series, performing arts events, and exhibits,
among other activities, and hosts visiting Israeli faculty. The college supports the faith of its Jewish students in
addition to offering a variety of degrees. Courses in Biblical and Modern Hebrew, Yiddish, Bible, Rabbinic
literature, Jewish ancient and modern history, Jewish literature and culture, Holocaust studies, Jewish
theology, and Jewish communities and cultures worldwide. Study abroad in Israel or in other centers of Jewry
beyond North America.
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News and World Report, the fourth-oldest college in the U. As a top research university, Princeton offers
degrees in social sciences, natural sciences, humanities and engineering. Hillel at Princeton coordinates
service-learning trips for students looking for alternative spring breaks and cultural exchanges. Hillel-affiliated
student organizations include Jews for Justice, a group committed to pursuing social and economic justice at
Yale; Magevet, a Jewish a cappella group; and Jews and Muslims at Yale, which aims to create a haven for
dialogues on Jewish and Muslim issues. In addition, the Jewish Students Association invites students from the
Yale School of Management to participate in activities. The university is made up of Harvard College, several
graduate schools and a library system with the oldest collection in the United States. Student-run groups
include the Harvard College Progressive Jewish Alliance for progressive Jews and their allies to discuss
political issues in the U. Both the Rohr Chabad House at Stanford and the Hillel at Stanford provide places for
students to explore their heritage and Jewish identity. Weekly Hillel activities include Jews and Java, Shabbat
services and dinner. The Roth Center also supports the Jew Crew for Dartmouth freshman, which serves as an
introduction to life at Hillel, and Challah for a Cause, a group that bakes challah for a local homeless shelter.
In addition, the Roth Center organizes international trips for students who wish to participate in Birthright or
service learning projects. For undergraduates, there is the Chicago Rhythm and Jews, a Jewish a cappella
group; J Street UChicago, an advocacy group organized for peace, security and social justice in Israel; and
Makom, a journal of Jewish thought. Graduate programs include associations for Jewish students in the law,
medical, public policy and business schools. MIT Hillel offers a range of programs that provide a platform for
students to explore Jewish culture and tradition. In addition to Jewish-centered Greek life and student groups
organized around events connected to Israel, MIT offers cultural and social clubs such as Techiya, a Jewish a
cappella group, and the Kosher Food Club. Catering to grad students, Grad Hillel is an association of Jewish
MIT graduate students and young professionals from the surrounding Cambridge community. Reaching more
than 2, Jewish students, Penn Hillel serves as the umbrella organization for UPenn activities and events for
Jewish students. There are a myriad of student-run groups affiliated with Hillel that are focused on exploring
the Jewish faith and culture. The undergraduate program consists of three schools: Affiliated student groups
are focused on Jewish culture, education, social justice and topics pertaining to Israel. Jewish students enrolled
in Columbia can participate in Yiddish Club, a variety of educational seminars and Shalhevet, an
Israeli-inspired dance group. Along with weekly Shabbat dinners, Hillel at the Claremont Colleges offers
cultural, educational and social action programs for its Jewish student community. Additionally, Claremont
Hillel hosts Birthright trips to Israel for students seeking to explore Israel and Jewish history and tradition.
New and World Report, Amherst is part of a five-college consortium that provides students with access to a
wide array of local courses, resources and lectures. Along with Shabbat and holiday dinners, Hillel hosts
political discussions, social gatherings and group trips. Amherst students interested in additional morning
services are within walking distance of synagogues at UMass Hillel and the Jewish Community of Amherst.
On campus, the Chai Society aims to connect the Jewish student body with its heritage. Students at Brown are
encouraged to create their own course of study from renowned multidisciplinary programs. With social events,
service projects, lectures and forums, the Brown RISD Hillel is more than simply a religious organization. The
faculty to student ratio is 1: The Hillel-affiliated organization on campus is known as the Williams College
Jewish Association , and it serves as a space to foster a strong Jewish community. The Jewish Religious
Center houses the Williams College Jewish Association and operates as a place for religious observances and
social gatherings. As an organization, JSC promotes programs focused on the politics and culture of Israel.
Throughout the year, the group hosts enrichment sessions, such as an informal Torah study and the Jewish
Thought Reading Group, which brings together students and faculty to discuss pertinent works. With funding
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provided by the Carleton Student Senate, the group also coordinates game and movie nights and sporting
events. Hillel supports several Israeli advocacy groups, including Dores for Israel, which holds political
discussions with professors and brings Israeli culture to campus. Graduate students have additional
programming, like Jmingle, a social scene for Jewish and year-olds at Vanderbilt and the surrounding
Nashville area. The small, private institution is part of the Claremont Colleges, a consortium of five
undergraduate schools. Students are eligible to join the Jewish Student Union and participate in the Jewish
Mentor Program, which provides students with the opportunity to explore their Jewish identities. While the
Fiedler Hillel is the hub for Jewish life on NU campuses, there are many additional student groups aimed at
organizing Jewish students for social, cultural and political events. A popular program at Fiedler Hillel is
presented by its Speakers Committee and, in the past, has brought in guests like Sarah Silverman and Andy
Samberg for entertainment. Louis Neighboring downtown St. Louis, Washington University is sprawled over
acres in a suburban setting. Among its seven academic divisions is the No. Student organizations affiliated
with the St. Founded on principles of inclusion and diversity, Jewish students at Swarthmore will find a
home-away-from-home in the Chabad House and Swarthmore Hillel. In addition, a group called Swarthmore
Rosh Chodesh caters specifically to Jewish women who wish to explore their religious and spiritual identities.
With no synagogue in Brunswick, Bowdoin Hillel serves to support students by holding services and act as a
meeting place for the greater Jewish community. The organization offers weekly Shabbat dinners with
student-led services and candle-lighting, among other holiday celebrations and gatherings. Through its Spindel
Lectures, Bowdoin Hillel has hosted past guests that include Peter Cole, a poet and Yale fellow, and Allegra
Goodman, an author who discussed the life of a Jewish writer. Rice students enrolled in Jewish studies courses
can also benefit from the Jewish Studies Student Association, which organizes academic panels, movie
showings and study breaks. Students can choose from more than 50 majors across humanities, social sciences,
natural sciences and engineering disciplines. Jewish students at Tufts can join in weekly gatherings and social
events at both the Rohr Chabad House and Tufts Hillel. Hillel initiatives focus on social justice and
educational topics, and range from Read by the River to Shir Appeal. Therefore, the school prioritizes public
engagement in an effort to improve the quality of life for local and national citizens. Between the Roitman
Chabad Center , the Cornell Hillel and a dedicated residence hall with its own programming board, Jewish
students at Cornell have no shortage of activities in which to broaden their scope of Jewish life on campus. Of
the approximately 3, Jewish students on campus, 3, are undergraduates. Both the Hillel, known as the Jewish
Student Union , along with the Chabad House , are located on campus and feature programs such as Friday
night Shabbat dinners and special events for holidays. Middlebury College Hillel operates to promote Jewish
life on campus by holding open discussions on contemporary Jewish issues, practicing traditions and
coordinating social events in order to foster a stronger Jewish community. In addition, Middlebury hosts a J
Street U chapter that brings students together to discuss potential strategies for achieving peace, strengthening
security and promoting social justice in Israel. Georgetown is known for its excellence in education and has
highly ranked schools of business, law and medicine. With four student groups dedicated to Jewish issues, a
Hillel-affiliated organization called Jewish Chaplaincy and an on-campus center and Bayit, the university has
plenty of opportunities for involvement in Jewish life. Today, the University of Virginia is a public institution
committed to preserving its small, liberal arts atmosphere. Weekly Shabbat dinners hosted at the Brody Center
usually average student attendees, while other activities include interfaith dialogues, volunteering events and
Birthright trips. In addition to weekly social events, students at Hillel can participate in Tzedek, or social
justice, and service projects, such as events in association with Hunger Awareness Week and alternative spring
breaks. About 36, undergraduate and graduate students attend the school. Jewish students at Berkeley have
dozens of opportunities to participate in Jewish life on campus. Member groups include the Berkeley Jewish
Journal, Tikvah: Hillel at USC welcomes Jewish students to USC by creating a space to explore their Jewish
identities, allowing them to engage with Israel, and offering community service opportunities. Ongoing events
at Hillel include Jewish learning and study group sessions, bagel breaks and yoga. The organization also
facilitates alternative spring breaks and Birthright trips to Israel. Chabad programming includes learning
opportunities that further cultural and spiritual exploration for Jewish students. News and World Report
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consistently ranks the University of Michigan in its list of top 10 public institutions. Sometimes called a
"public ivy," Michigan students not only receive a premier education, but they can also experience Ann Arbor,
one of the best college towns in the nation. In addition to religious and cultural groups, Michigan has
Hillel-affiliated groups dedicated to dialogues and forums, community outreach projects, social justice issues
and environmental programs. In , the college replaced all loans with grants, allowing students to graduate
debt-free. Jewish students are welcome to participate in regular monthly events, as well as weekly Shabbat
services held on campus. Today, the school is known for its innovative curricula and its picturesque campus.
The hub for Jewish life on campus is the Vassar Jewish Union , a Hillel-affiliated, non-partisan organization
that does not advocate any particular political opinion. Aiming to adopt a more pluralistic approach to issues
surrounding Israel, Vassar Jewish Union does not endorse a political view and will not exclude groups or
speakers based on political affiliations. In addition to Friday night Shabbat services, the Jewish Union leads
social and educational programs such as inter-religious forums, game nights and bagel brunches. The Bayit is
the headquarters for Jewish life on campus , and, with a full Kosher kitchen and common area, Bayit also
serves as housing for about 20 students. Wesleyan has a strong partnership with the national Hillel
organization and often sends students to participate in off-campus programs or conferences. Wellesley College
Hillel is the main Jewish student organization on campus and offers religious, social and educational programs
for both Jewish and non-Jewish students. The entire college community is encouraged to celebrate Jewish
holidays at Wellesley Hillel, as well as other programs such as home-stays with Jewish Wellesley alumnae,
baking cookies for the homeless and religious discussion groups. Today, the private Catholic institution
located in a Boston suburb has an undergraduate enrollment of about 9, The Boston College Hillel provides
social, cultural and religious events for all students, such as Shabbat dinners and holiday events. The Jewish
community at William and Mary is headquartered at Balfour Hillel , an organization committed to enriching
the lives of both Jewish undergraduates and graduate students. Hillel-affiliated student groups focus on Jewish
culture, education, social justice and political issues surrounding Israel. The Kraft Center houses Hillel and
serves as the center for Jewish life on campus. In addition to the many groups, Jewish students will find
weekly and monthly events at Hillel at Brandeis and The Chabad House. Lee, Washington and Lee University
brings students a 21st century liberal arts education that provides graduates with the ability to think freely and
critically. Hillel at Washington and Lee is the center for organized Jewish life on campus. In addition to
weekly services and holiday celebrations, past events at Hillel include the Great Latke-Hamentashen Debate,
Sunday night football parties and Lunch and Learns that explore Jewish thought. The Colgate Jewish Union is
the on-campus center for Jewish life and facilitates Shabbat services and holiday celebrations. Jewish learning,
Israeli experience, social justice, community building and leadership development. Student groups affiliated
with Hillel range from Chevrutah, which organizes open-ended Jewish learning sessions and discussions, to
Jbiz Roundtable, a program that connects students interested in business to corporate executives within
Atlanta and beyond. Through religious services and associated student groups, Hillel at UCLA provides
something for everyone seeking to participate in the on-campus Jewish community. Today, with a total
undergraduate enrollment of about 18,, UNC ranks among the top U.
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October 17, Education This week, after more than four years of pretrial litigation and sifting through ,
documents, Students for Fair Admission will get its day in a Massachusetts federal district court on allegations
that Harvard University discriminates against Asian-American applicants. The trial is expected to last for at
least three weeks. Based on the evidence that SFA presented in pretrial motions, Harvardâ€”whether it wins or
loses in courtâ€”is in for a long, embarrassing slog. Harvard, as a private university, is not subject to
constitutional requirements that apply to public universities, but because it accepts federal funding, it is
subject to Title VI, the civil rights law that replicates much of the constitutional structure. The law governing
affirmative-action practices is a complete mess. Rather, they must first consider whether there is any
non-discriminatory means to achieve diversity. Whether it wins or loses, SFA has done a public service by
highlighting just how ugly this process can be. The school assigns applicants a rating of 1 to 6, with some files
afforded plus or minus ratings to indicate strength or weakness relative to others in that band. On the objective
portions of this schemeâ€”grades and SAT scoresâ€”Asian-Americans outperform every ethnic group handily.
They score nearly as strongly in less objective but still reasonably measurable areas such as extracurricular
activities and teacher recommendations. With the alumni, Asian-Americans score as high as any other ethnic
group, and much higher than blacks or Hispanics. But among campus-bound officers, who review a paper
record, Asian-Americans score far lower on personal ratings than any other racial group. This factor, SFA
alleges, depresses the overall ratings of Asian-American applicants and substantially reduces their chances at
admission: An Asian-American applicant with a 25 percent chance of admission would have a 35 percent
chance if he were white, a 75 percent chance if he were Hispanic, and a 95 percent chance if he were black.
The trial will likely shed harsh light on the internal racial sausage-making. One striking piece of evidence is
the annual meeting of admissions officers of 17 elite and Ivy League colleges, at which they sit in a room and,
one-by-one, read the percentage of admitted students from each of seven racial categories and then discuss
without taking notes. Based on academic qualifications alone, it should be 40 percent or more. Lost in the
abstract discussion of numbers and trends is the fact that the victimized students are real people, often from
disadvantaged backgrounds, with their own legitimate aspirations built on years of sterling academic
achievement. The most poignant section of a motion bristling with statistics and regression analysis is an
excerpt of deposition testimony from a college admissions counselor at Stuyvesant High School in New York
City. Seventy percent of Stuyvesant students are Asian-American, and Harvard admits at least ten Stuyvesant
students per year, though less than half of that group is Asian-American, generally. Have you ever seen
statistics like this before? Do you think that something likeâ€”do you think that discrepancies that big
couldâ€”Sorryâ€” A. Would you like to take a break? Witness shakes her head no. You want to keep going?
You want to tell me why this is upsetting to you? And these just look like numbers to all of you guys, but I see
their faces. Affirmative-action proponents recognize the profound challenge that this case poses to the
tottering edifice of the policy: Expect to see this case coming to the Supreme Court in a future term. The views
expressed here are his own.
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In The Jewish Parents' Guide to Colleges, attorney, parent, and college maven, Jerome Ostrov, has created a historical
and cultural guide to the Jewish campus experience as well as an ode to the pride felt by all Jews in their kids' academic
achievements.
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University of Florida has the most Jewish students of any North American college University of Florida, with its 6, Jewish
(out of 33, total) undergraduates, edged out out other heavily.
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The Forward College Guide weighed all of these factors and more to determine the Jewish Life score for our university
rankings. There are many, many schools that provide a positive Jewish.
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Students at York University say the school has an "antisemitism problem," with faculty pushing anti-Israel, anti-Jewish
agendas in the classroom, and administrators defending them when students.
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